
B R A N D  G U I D E L I N E S



We are focused on engineering high 

performance travel equipment.  

Our strengths in design, material 

technology, and construction give 

us an edge in developing innovative 

products that bring outdoor expertise 

to the pursuit of travel.

BRAND OVERVIEW
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The right equipment is needed to perform at a high level of 
competence and achieve an objective.

MATADOR® TRAVEL EQUIPMENT

BRAND OVERVIEW

EQUIPMENT IS SERIOUS

EQUIPMENT IS EFFECTIVE

EQUIPMENT IS SPECIALIZED

EQUIPMENT IS FOR EXPERTS
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To the objective-based traveler: You don’t travel to get the iconic 
Instagram picture on the Fjord that you’ve seen posted a million times. 
You travel for something bigger. Something intangible. You travel to 
test your limits. To expand your experiences and prove to yourself you 
can take it a step further than most. You collect stories that can only 
be told over whiskey, and your grandkids will continue to tell long after 
you’re gone.

MATADOR TRAVEL EQUIPMENT IS DESIGNED FOR 
OBJECTIVE BASED TRAVEL

BRAND OVERVIEW

EXAMPLE:
Travelling to Colorado to summit a 14er

EXAMPLE:
Traveling to France to eat well and visit museums

OBJECTIVE BASED TRAVEL CULTURE/SLOW TRAVEL
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MATADOR’S CUSTOMER:
STEVE

BRAND OVERVIEW

Steve rents a 2 bedroom townhouse, sparsely outfitted, & dedicates the second 
bedroom to storing his equipment.

Some brands Steve enjoys are Arcteryx, Black Diamond, and Snow Peak.

Some brands Steve avoids are Nomatic, Eno, Keen, and Chaco.

Steve looks for quality, performance, specialty, and minimalism when shopping.

Steve relies on word of mouth and expert reviews for recommendations.

Steve does a lot of research before he buys.

Steve does his research online using reddit, youtube, and reputable review sources.

Steve is very skeptical when products have too many features and  claim to do too 
much..

When Steve is slacking off, he is looking at forums, the weather, or planning his next 
objective.

Steve gets outside every weekend, pretty much regardless of the season or weather.

Tuesday, after work, Steve is mountain biking a local spot & grabbing a beer w/ friends 
at a local brewery.

Steve is a project manager by day, but he wishes he was a photographer or journalist.

Steve has at least 5 backpacks in his gear closet. He likes specialized, purpose-built 
equipment.

Steve lives in Denver because of the proximity to the mountains.

Steve appreciates discovering timeless products and enjoys simplicity and 
craftsmanship.

Steve has limited time off work, he spends a little more on flights to get places quickly.

Steve goes to bed earlier than most, he gets up early.

Steve is involved in a lot of outdoor activities and he’s pretty decent at most of them.

Steve stays fit to ensure he is ready for anything.

Steve buys the best, not the most expensive or the best value product.

Steve’s biggest fear is a life un-lived, running out of time, and not seeing what he 
wants to see.
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MATADOR BRAND VALUES

PERFORMANCE FIRST

SIMPLICITY

INNOVATION

We make decisions around product performance 
f irst and foremost.

Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.

We aren’t af raid of new and different -  if it’s better

BRAND OVERVIEW
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WHY DO PEOPLE CHOOSE MATADOR?

Matador equipment is not for all travelers, 

and not for all outdoorists. 

Matador specializes in the overlap:  

TRAVELERS WITH AN OBJECTIVE.

Matador equipment is thoughtfully 

considered and engineered to make travel 

lighter, faster, and possible in all conditions.

BRAND OVERVIEW

Heavy Packer, most of time spent 
at all-inclusive resort

Might go on an occasional light hike 

TRAVEL STYLE

OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE

Light Packer, quick travel, little 
time spent at accommodation

Has summitted Everest
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Day 1:
Arrive in Reykjavik, pick up rental car, drive to Vik to camp at Thakgil 
in the mountains

Along the way, stop at:
Skogafoss waterfall
Reynisfjara Black sand beach
Jokulsarlon Glacier Lagoon
 
Day 2:
Drive to Kalmanstunga and hike Strutur Mountain, stay at Airbnb in 
town
 
Day 3:
Drive northwest and skin up and ski down Snæfellsjökull, stay at 
Airbnb in town
 
Day 4:
Drive to Hverageroi and hike to Rykjadalur hot spring, then drive 
Northeast to f ind a dark place to capture the Northern Lights, camp 
in car
 
Day 5:
Drive back to Reykjavik, grab a beer and a traditional Icelandic meal, 
race to the airport, barely make the flight home

OBJECTIVE-BASED TRAVEL ITINERARY EXAMPLE

BRAND OVERVIEW
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PRODUCT DESIGN TACTICS

BRAND OVERVIEW

Performance drives our design decisions

We design with our core customer in mind 

and avoid watering down for masses

Color options are not a consideration 

when function is driving the purchasing 

decision.

1.

2.

3.
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ADVENTURE

JOURNEY

COMPANION

GEAR ( OK, BUT NOT ABOUT OUR BRAND)

CONVENIENT

MINIMALIST (CONSIDER HOW IT’S USED)

SLEEK

LOL, OMG, OR SLANG

TIPS

EXPLORATION

MISSION

PURSUIT

OBJECTIVE

GOAL

PARTNER

EQUIPMENT

TOOLS

EFFICIENT

PRECISE

SPECIFIST, SPECIFIC, SPECIALIZED

BETA

BRAND OVERVIEW

RETIRED DESCRIPTORS BETTER DESCRIPTORS
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INNOVATION

PRODUCT

DESIGN

SIMPLICITY

PERFORMANCE

EXPERTISE

PRECISION

QUALITY

EXPERIENCE

INDEPENDENCE

PREPARATION

SPECIFICITY

FASHION

LUXURY

DISCOUNTING

HYPE

MASS MARKET

FEATURES

FEAR MONGERING

GIVE-BACKS

CROWD FUNDING

FEAR OF CRITICISM

WHAT IS MATADOR ABOUT? WHAT IS MATADOR NOT ABOUT?

BRAND OVERVIEW
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BRAND GUIDELINES

BRAND OVERVIEW
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We use this logo when the 
user might already be aware of 
the brand or in more specif ic 
instances. 

The “circle M” icon is used in low 
level applications such as social 
media accounts, t-shirt graphics, 
and packaging.

SCRIPT LOGO

CIRCLE ICON

BRAND ELEMENTS  -  LOGOS

We have two logos that are currently in use. Each has it’s specif ic use 
and should be used appropriately.

LOGOS

Don’t change the logo color, 
unless white.

Don’t stretch the logo

The following are a few examples of what you should not do with our 
logo. If you are not sure if you are in violation, please contact us.

Don’t write the logo in a new fontMatador

WHAT NOT TO DO
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The logo should maintain a minimum clearspace of .5 the height of the 
main wordmark. Clearspace is shown in light grey below.

.5 / HEIGHT

LOGO CLEARSPACE

BRAND ELEMENTS  -  LOGO GUIDELINES

The logo is typically only shown in black or white. When placing the 
logo over a color or image background use the logo with the most 
contrast. 

Black logo over light colors White logo over dark colors

Avoid placing logo over 
backgrounds that do not have 
enough contrast.

Avoid placing logo over 
backgrounds that have too many 
distractions behind it.

LOGO OVER COLOR AND PHOTOGRAPHY
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OUR SOCIAL MOTTO

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
TRAVEL EQUIPMENT

BRAND ELEMENTS  -  TAGLINE & MOTTO

We use the tagline in high level moments where customers might 
have a f irst time encounter with the brand. This provides a quick 
summary of who we are and what we make.

OUR TAGLINE

# PUT YOURSELF 
OUT THERE

Our motto is our rally cry. We use our motto specif ically on social 
media for legacy purposes. 
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BLACK
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 100 
RGB: 0, 0, 0

WHITE
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0 
RGB: 255, 255, 255

BRAND ELEMENTS  -  BRAND COLOR

We use color in limited ways across the brand. Our core colors are 
black and white with the occasional grey for hierarchy needs.

OUR BRAND COLORS
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BEBAS NEUE

MONTSERRAT

CALIBRI

The brand fonts we use are Bebas Neue, Montserrat, and Calibri. 

BRAND ELEMENTS  -  TYPEFACES

BEBAS NEUE BOLD

MONTSERRAT LIGHT

MONTSERRAT REGULAR

MONTSERRAT MEDIUM
MONTSERRAT BOLD
MONTSERRAT EXTRA BOLD
MONTSERRAT BLACK

CALIBRI LIGHT

CALIBRI REGULAR

CALIBRI MEDIUM

OUR BRAND FONTS OUR BRAND FONTS - WEB ONLY

AVENIR NEXT

On the web, we use Avenir Next

AVENIR NEXT REGULAR
AVENIR NEXT MEDIUM
AVENIR NEXT BOLD
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GET IN TOUCH

All our products are designed and engineered at our 
headquarters in Boulder Colorado.

WEBSITE:
WWW.MATADORUP.COM

SALES:
SALES@MATADORUP.COM
1.720.242.6437

MARKETING:
MARKETING@MATADORUP.COM
1.720.242.6437

SOCIAL MEDIA
INSTAGRAM: @MATADOR.UP
FACEBOOK: @MATADORUP

CONTACT & INFO

PLEASE DO NOT DISTRIBUTE THESE GUIDELINES 
WITHOUT MATADOR HQ PERMISSION.

APPROVED PHOTOGRAPHY:

Only use photography pulled f rom the following 
website. Do not use original photography without 
the approval of Matador.

https://matador.pixieset.com/

RESOURCES
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